Sunbrella® 5-Year Limited Warranty

We stand behind our Sunbrella fabrics with the most comprehensive warranty in the industry.

**Sunbrella® Clarity**  
**Sunbrella® Decorative Shade**  
**Sunbrella® Plus**  
**Sunbrella® SeaMark**  
**Sunbrella® Supreme**

Our 5-year limited warranty guarantees against fabric becoming unserviceable due to:

- Loss of color
- Loss of strength

from normal usage and exposure conditions, including sunlight, mildew, and atmospheric chemicals when used for appropriate applications.

In the rare instances where our Sunbrella fabrics do not meet the performance outlined above, Glen Raven® will resolve the issue as follows for approved claims:

**Within three years of consumer purchase or installation date:**  
In addition to replacing the fabric with new equivalent fabric, claims may be eligible for up to $65 USD in labor costs per linear yard.

**After three years and until five years from consumer purchase or installation date:**  
Glen Raven will supply new equivalent fabric to replace the fabric that has become unserviceable.

This warranty does not cover normal care and cleaning; damage from misuse or abuse; improper installation; or costs associated with replacement of the fabric, including labor and installation, except as noted in this warranty. Glen Raven's liability is expressly limited to this warranty. Glen Raven reserves the right to require proof of purchase and inspect any fabric submitted for claim. Claims requesting reimbursement for labor costs must include a detailed summary of those costs.